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diminishes, or even disappears, one looks at once for the
surrogate structure, in the expectation of seeing an equivalent
value spring up elsewhere. The discovery of the substituted
value is not difficult if it appears as a content of conscious-
ness, but cases frequently occur where a sum of libido dis-
appears apparently without the formation of a surrogate,
The substituted value is then unconscious, or rather, in most
cases, the patient is unconscious that a certain new fact is
the corresponding equivalent value. It may be that a
considerable sum of libido disappears as though completely
swallowed up in the unconscious, no new value-factor
appearing in its stead. In such a case it is well to hold
strictly to the principle of equivalence, for a careful observa-
tion of the patient will soon reveal signs of unconscious
activity, as for example in the increase of certain symptoms,
or a new symptom, important dreams, or peculiar, fleeting,
phantasy-fragments, and the like. If the analyst is successful
in tracing back these symptoms to the hidden content of the
unconscious, it can usually be shown that the libido-sum
which was lost from the conscious has developed a structure
in the unconscious which, despite ail differences, has not a
few features in common with those conscious contents that
were deprived of their energy* It is as though the libido
dragged with it into the unconscious certain qualities* often
so distinct that one can recognize in them the source of the
libido that is activating the unconscious*
Of such transformations there are striking and well-known
examples. Thus, when a child begins to separate itself
subjectively from its parents, there arise phantasies of surro-
gate parents, and these phantasies are almost always trans-
ferred to real people, Transferences of this sort do not long
continue, inasmuch as a maturing person must assimilate
the parent-complex, that is authority* responsibility, and
independence* He or she must become father or mother,
as the case may be. Another field rich in striking examples
is that of the psychology of the Christian religion, where

